Map and directions for Mazatlán - Teacapan, Sinaloa, day trip (Approximately 80 miles each way)

1) Depart Mazatlan on Highway 15D South and proceed for 55.5 miles -- through Esquinapa de Hidalgo. Turn right on the road marked Palmito del Verde and drive 11 miles.

2) Bear left and proceed 6.5 miles;

3) Bear right and proceed 6.5 more miles.

4) Turn right and proceed for 0.5 miles to the entrance of Teacapan.

This map is for general orientation purposes only. Mileage will vary depending on departure / destination points. We recommend paper maps published by Guia Roji that are based upon INEGI mapping data. Relying solely on internet mapping is not recommended unless you have downloaded offline maps -- cellular data coverage can be spotty along many routes in Sinaloa!